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AGRICULTURAL YIELD EXPECTATIONS UNDER CLIMATE CHANGE –  

A BAYESIAN APPROACH 
 

Jette Krause∗ 

 

Abstract 

In the years to come, German wheat, corn and aggregated cereal yields can be expected to 
show growing deviations from a linearly increasing trend. This results from the Bayesian 
Updating approach I apply to agricultural yield data. The updating procedure is carried out on 
a set of hypotheses on yield development, which are weighted in the light of yield data from 
1950 through 2006. All hypotheses share the assumption of a linear yield trend with normally 
distributed variance of actual data from this trend, but differ in regard to possible future 
developments. The set of hypotheses allows for both the trend and the variance of data to stay 
unchanged, increase or decrease by 20 per cent from one period to the next. 
As a result, yield expectations converge to favor a stable positive linear trend with increasing 
variance by 1990, at latest. Expectations for the future are stabilized, as the present weight of 
this hypothesis is at least 99.5 per cent for all crops considered.  
Impacts of climate change may have contributed to this development in the past, and current 
knowledge on its effects on agricultural production augments the credibility of these 
expectations for the future. 
From the increase in variance, it follows that the risk of losses for agricultural actors increases 
and should be backed up with the help of hedging or insurances instruments. 

Keywords 

Bayesian updating, agricultural yields, expectation, risk, climate change, trend, variance, 
volatility 

1 Introduction  

Agricultural production depends strongly on climatic conditions and weather patterns. 
Outputs are positively or negatively influenced by weather conditions throughout the growing 
period. As weather variations in Germany were perceived to be moderate over the past 
decades, uncertainty regarding agricultural outputs seemed to be minor and few precautionary 
measures were implemented to manage risks. Extreme events in recent years, such as the 
heavy rainfalls in 2002 and the drought of 2003, caused substantial yield losses. These events 
drew attention to the vulnerability of German agricultural yields to climatic conditions. 
Research both on future weather and environmental conditions (e.g., BENISTON (2004), 
SCHAER et al. (2004)) and on their effects on agricultural output (e.g., BATTS et al. (1997), 
HULME et al. (1999)) is advancing, yet currently, there is no way of determining the net effect 
of climate change on agriculture. Nevertheless, farmers, governments, insurance companies, 
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or weather market agents have to make decisions – what crops to grow, which agricultural 
policy to implement, what agricultural insurances to offer, or which weather derivatives to 
buy or sell. In a situation of uncertainty about future yields, decisions on adaptation measures 
or risk management strategies are driven by individual expectations. 
Both for scientific analysis of decision-making under uncertainty and for practical purposes of 
supplying decision support, the way such expectations can be built and improved is crucial. In 
this paper, I propose a Bayesian approach to assessing yield expectations. It combines 
subjective assessments individuals develop under uncertainty with available data through a 
formal learning algorithm, so that probabilities initially assigned on the basis of individual 
experience and knowledge can be revised and improved when new data becomes available. 
The updating process, based on Bayes’ theorem, describes a rational way of reasoning and 
adapting expectations. The Bayesian approach helps reducing a situation of uncertainty, i.e., a 
situation where the probability of predefined events to happen is unknown to one of risk, i.e., 
where a probability distribution is given (KNIGHT, 1921). It allows extending the decision-
theoretical approach to cases of uncertainty (KREPS, 1988).  
Some advantages of this procedure, as compared to a purely frequentist approach, are that the 
Bayesian approach can be applied to derive probabilities where no objectively known 
probability distribution is given, it can be applied to small collections of data, which, 
moreover, do not have to come from repeatable experiments, and prior information can be 
incorporated in the construction of the probability model. In the present application to 
agricultural yield expectations, prior knowledge on ongoing climate change is taken into 
account and shapes hypotheses which allow looking for a possibly non-stationary yield 
development, i.e., for changes in the trend or variance estimated from past data. 
The goal of this paper is to find out if, and how, expectations on agricultural yields in 
Germany have changed throughout the past decades. Especially, it is of interest to find out 
whether the underlying trend, the magnitude of average deviations from the trend, or both 
have changed. Moreover, the aim is to derive expectations about the future development. 
However, I do not intend to provide numerical forecasts (though, technically, the resulting 
distributions and their weights could be used to do so), but to analyze tendencies in past and 
future yield expectations. 

2 A Bayesian Assessment of German Agricultural Yield Expectations 

In order to apply a Bayesian learning algorithm to the development of German agricultural 
yield expectations, we need priors, i.e., a predefined set of hypotheses on possible 
developments with initial weights attached to them. These elements are provided below. A 
second necessary input is yield data, which will be used to judge the likelihood of each 
hypothesis in regard to this data and to adjust its weight accordingly.  

2.1 Yield Data 
In this paper, German yields per hectare from 1950 through 2006 are used as provided by the 
Federal Statistical Office Germany (www.destatis.de). Three crop types are considered, 
namely wheat, corn and cereals as an aggregate. Wheat has been chosen because it is the 
single biggest contributor to German cereal yields. In 2006, wheat was cultivated on 3.1 
million hectares of farmland and produced an overall yield of 22.4 million tons. In the same 
year, 3.2 million tons of corn were harvested from an area of 0.4 million hectares. Cereals as 
an aggregate, comprising wheat, barley, rye, corn, triticale, and oats, yielded 43.5 million tons 
in 2006, using an overall area of 6.7 million hectares of farmland (BUNDESMINISTERIUM FÜR 
ERNÄHRUNG, LANDWIRTSCHAFT UND VERBRAUCHERSCHUTZ, 2006a). Figure 1 displays the 
development of German wheat, corn and cereal yield data in tons per hectare. 
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Figure 1: German Agricultural Yields 1950-2006. 
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2.2 Constructing Priors 
Bayesian Updating can shift weight among hypotheses, but will not be able to reveal 
tendencies that are not included in the set of hypotheses. Thus, it is important to define 
hypotheses carefully, with regard to real world features, and to include the tendencies one 
wants to learn about. As the aim is to find out whether there are changes in the trend, or in the 
volatility of yields over time, assumptions on the nature of the trend and on the distribution of 
deviations have to be made. 
Statistical tests with fitted linear, quadratic, 3rd order polynomial, and exponential trend 
functions reveal that a linear trend is a reasonable assumption. R2 values for the linear 
function are about 0.95 for all crops considered, and they are in the same range for all other 
trend functions. The residuals from the linear trend function show no evident pattern, 
although there is a tendency of producing more positive than negative residuals. As no 
attempt at quantitative forecasting of yields will be made on the basis of this analysis, using a 
simple linear trend model seems justified. 
Moreover, literature confirms that a linear trend function provides a valid approximation for 
yield data of the past decades. CALDERINI et al. (1998) find that German wheat yields exhibit 
a linear trend for German wheat yields from a breaking point in 1952 on. This is in accord 
with HAFNER (2003) who finds a prevalence of linearly growing trends in corn, rice and 
wheat yields during the last 40 years for 188 countries. 
Additionally, the distribution of data deviation from the trend has to be specified. For this 
purpose, I choose a normal distribution with zero mean, as systematic variation is described 
by the trend function. Theoretically, the choice of a normal distribution is justified through the 
central limit theorem, which “says (roughly) that if a random variable can be expressed as a 
sum of a large number of components none of which is likely to be much bigger than the 
others, these components being approximately independent, then this sum will be 
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approximately normally distributed” (LEE, 1989: 17).1 The error component in observed 
agricultural yields has many minor causes, such as the quality of seeds, the amount of 
fertilizers used, the care a farmer takes, technical standards, soil properties, temperature and 
precipitation conditions, frost, hail or storms, possible influences of pests and so on. Most of 
these components (except different aspects of weather conditions, which may be related) are 
approximately independent which allows modelling deviations from the trend as normally 
distributed.2 
Empirically, cereal and wheat data residuals from the fitted linear trend concentrate close to 
zero, becoming more and more scarce with increasing positive and negative values. The 
distribution of corn residuals, however, has two peaks, one close to zero and a second one in 
the positive area (about 0.5). Maximum positive and negative deviations are in the same range 
for cereals and wheat and slightly larger on the positive side for corn yields. Residuals for all 
three crops tend to have a positive algebraic sign more often than a negative one, this effect is 
weakest for corn. The first two characteristics favor the representation of cereal and wheat 
residuals as normally distributed, while the third means that a fitted normal distribution will 
not be symmetric about zero. Overall, the assumption of a normally distributed error seems to 
be an acceptable, though imperfect approximation of data for cereal and wheat yields, but less 
appropriate for corn yields.  
In summary, yield data are assumed to result from a process characterized by a linear trend 
and normally distributed deviations from that trend: 

yt = a + b ∗ t + εt , with εt : N(µ;σ 2 )  and µ = E(εt ) = 0 . (1) 

It follows that agricultural yields at a point t in time can be described as a normally distributed 
variable of the form 

 yt : N(at + bt ∗ t;σ t
2 ) . (2) 

Based on the general form of the trend function and the distribution of yields around the trend 
value, a set of hypotheses can now be specified. The Bayesian learning process will use yield 
data to shift weights among hypotheses according to their likelihood in the light of data. As 
learning will only shift weights, it is important that the set of hypotheses allows for detecting 
changes in the parameters one is interested in. It follows that the present set of hypotheses 
must include possible discontinuities in the trend and changes in deviations from the trend. 
In regard to the trend, it is assumed that when building expectations for the year to come, 
either the trend fitted to past data is extrapolated to the next year, or the parameter b increases 
or decreases by 20 per cent. This allows finding out whether continuity of the past trend is a 
reasonable assumption, or whether there is a major change. Analogical, variance of deviations 
from the trend is assumed to stay constant, increase or decrease by 20 per cent in regard to the 

1  The question arises whether agricultural yields can be conceived of as a random variable. In classical 
statistics, a continuous random variable is defined as a function mapping the set of outcomes of a random 
experiment to the set of real numbers. In regard to agricultural yields, we are not confronted with a random 
experiment in the classical sense. In a Bayesian setting, we can define a random variable as a function mapping 
each elementary event in a set of possibilities to a real number (LEE, 1989: 14). In this setting, the set of 
possibilities is “the set of possibilities consistent with the sum total of data available to the individual or the 
individuals concerned” (LEE, 1989: 6). 
2  A theoretical problem stems from the fact that the normal distribution is defined on +∞, −∞[ ]  and thus 
assigns a positive probability to any quantity of yields per unit area, even to a negative one. Evidently, this is not 
a reasonable assumption. However, it will not cause any problems in the present updating application where 
values at the far left tail (as well as at the far right tail) of the distribution will not show up. 
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value calculated from past data.3 Combining each option for the trend with each option for 
variance, nine hypotheses on yield distributions for each period of the following form are 
generated: 

 
yt , j ,k : N(at −1 + (bt −1 * fbj

)∗ t;σ t −1
2 * fσ k

) , (3) 

where fb = fσ = {1,1.2,0.8}  are sets of multipliers indicating the change of the parameters b  
and σ  and j,k  are indices running over the elements of fb  and fσ . 

Moreover, an initial probability distribution on the hypotheses has to be assigned. If there was 
no information except past yield data, the hypotheses where neither the trend nor the variance 
changes should be given highest probability, as it extrapolates what is known with no further 
assumption on changes. However, there is additional information, e.g. knowledge on ongoing 
climate change and its possible effects on agricultural production. Still, it is hard to determine 
the overall contribution of such effects, let alone to quantify such influences. Therefore, I 
assign an equal initial probability of 1 9  to each hypothesis on the basis of the principle of 
indifference. By this means, each hypothesis is given an equal opportunity to gain weight on 
the basis of data. 

2.2 Updating the Priors 
Now, a Bayesian learning algorithm can be used to adapt these probabilities to German 
agricultural yield data. In a stepwise procedure, the following process is executed for every 
data value from 1953 on: 
(i) At each point τ  in time, the parameters of the trend model are estimated by the method of 
least squares on the basis of all yield data known from previous periods. That is, values at  
and bt in equation (2) are calculated for t = τ , on the basis of yield data for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , with 
t = 0  referring to the year 1950. The estimator for the variance (σ t

2  from equ. (2) for t = τ ) is 
then computed as the average squared residual from the trend. 
(ii) A set of hypotheses hi  (with i = 1,...,9 ) on yield distributions at time τ + 1 is generated 
by applying equation (3) for all combinations of j,k .  
(iii) The posterior weights of the hypotheses are updated in a Bayesian fashion by the 
following rule:  

P(hi | eτ +1) =
P(hi eτ ) * p(eτ +1 hi )

P(hj eτ ) * p(eτ +1 hj )j =1

n∑
, (4)

where P(hi eτ ) is the prior probability of hypothesis i based on all evidence available up to 

time τ 4, p(eτ +1 hi ) is the likelihood of evidence which occurs at time τ + 1, and the posterior 
3  The possible factors of change {1, 1.2, 0.8} have been chosen pragmatically. This is not to express that 
increases or decreases by 20 per cent each year are seen as the only realistic perspective. Rather, the value has 
been chosen larger than could realistically be expected in order to guarantee that the model is robust in regard to 
minor changes in trend or variance. Other sets of multipliers, {1, 2, 0.5} and {1, 1.05, 0.95}, have been tested. 
The former, even stronger set of assumptions leads to a convergence towards hypothesis no. 2 much earlier (by 
about 1960 for cereals, 1965 for wheat, and 1967 for corn yields). The latter, weaker assumptions favor 
hypotheses on increasing trend (no.’s 4 to 6), where for wheat and cereal yields, the hypothesis on both higher 
trend and increasing variance (no. 5) gains the highest values in the end (about 65 per cent for wheat and 85 per 
cent for cereals), whereas for corn yields, the hypothesis on stable trend and increasing variance takes over in the 
end (nearly 80 per cent).   
4  For the first updating step, the initial weights are used. For all consecutive steps, the posterior calculated in 

the previous updating cycle enters here. 
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probability P(hi | et +τ ) of the given hypothesis is calculated as their product, divided by the 
total probability of the event eτ +1  over all hypotheses as given in the denominator. 

The result of each updating cycle is a set of hypotheses along with their posterior 
probabilities. They specify agricultural yield expectations for the future at a point in time. 

2.3 Updating Results 
Figure 2 shows the updating results for expectations concerning German wheat, corn, and 
aggregated cereal yields. In each panel, each colored line describes the weight one of the nine 
hypotheses takes from 1952 to 2006. Hypotheses differ in the assumptions they make in 
regard to changes in the trend and in the variance of deviations (see figure legend). For 
example, the green lines show the development of the probability of the hypothesis that the 
slope of the trend is constant over time, while variance increases. 
In 1952, all models have the same initial weight due to the chosen uniform initial prior. As of 
1953, the weights of the hypotheses are posterior probabilities, conditional on all yield data 
from 1953 up to the respective year, as calculated by the updating program. For the different 
crops, results differ. What they have in common, however, is that after an initial phase of 10 
to 20 years of updating where all hypotheses compete, only three to four hypotheses keep 
weights substantially larger than zero.5 From at least 1990 on, the updating process converges 
to the hypothesis that the yield trend is stable while variance increases for all crops treated 
here. 
For wheat yields, hypotheses indicating that variance increases (no.’s 2, 5, and 8) accumulate 
relatively high weights from about 1960 on. Together, they have a probability of about 95 per 
cent from 1967 on. While hypothesis no. 8 (lower trend) loses its weight by 1970, the weight 
of hypotheses no. 5 (higher trend) oscillates and in 1988, it jumps to more than 80 per cent. 
Then, hypothesis no. 2 (constant trend) takes over again. From 1990 on, it has a more than 95 
per cent probability and reaches a weight of more than 99.5 per cent by 2003.  
In contrast to wheat yields where increasing variance is the predominant tendency from 1967 
on, in an early phase of updating corn yields are most strongly characterized by a higher 
trend. From 1967 to 1975, the three hypotheses sharing this assumption (no.’s 4,5 and 6) 
together have a probability of more than 99 per cent. Among these three hypotheses, however, 
no. 5, postulating a higher trend combined with increasing variance, is always the most likely 
during this phase with weights of 60 to 80 per cent. Then, in the second half of the 1970s, 
hypothesis no. 2 begins to gain weight rapidly. It reaches 90 per cent in 1980, has more than 
95 per cent as of 1983, and more than 99 per cent from 2003 on. 
For cereals as an aggregate, the success of hypothesis no. 2 (stable trend and increasing 
variance) starts even earlier. From 1960 on, it always is the single hypothesis with the highest 
weight. By 1962, it approaches 80 per cent, as of 1968 it has always more than 95 per cent, 
from 1984 on, more than 99 per cent, and a rounded 99.9 per cent from 2003 onwards. 
Similar as for wheat yields, there is a phase in the 1960s where hypotheses no.’s 5 and/or 8, 
assuming increasing variance, also gain important shares of probability of up to nearly 30 per 
cent, but then they fade away. 

5  For technical reasons, none of the models can ever have a weight of zero. Due to the assumption that yields 
are normally distributed, any yield data has a likelihood larger than zero under any of the distributions. (It 
follows that no distribution can have a full 100 per cent of weight.) As no hypothesis can completely be 
refuted, the updating method allows to retrace changes in yield data by reviving hypotheses which have been 
of little explanatory value in the past (e.g., for corn, hypothesis no. 2 has very little weight around 1970 
(2.4*e-5 in 1970), but later becomes the dominant hypothesis).  
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Figure 2: Posterior Probabilities for Wheat, Corn and Cereal Yield Hypotheses. 

 
*) The nine hypothesis specify year-to-year changes in the yield trend, and in the variance of residuals: 
Hypothesis no. 1: unchanged trend / constant variance 
Hypothesis no. 2: unchanged trend / increased variance  
Hypothesis no. 3: unchanged trend / decreased variance 
Hypothesis no. 4: higher trend / constant variance 
Hypothesis no. 5: higher trend / increased variance 
Hypothesis no. 6: higher trend / decreased variance 
Hypothesis no. 7: lower trend / constant variance 
Hypothesis no. 8: lower trend / increased variance 
Hypothesis no. 9: lower trend / decreased variance 

Source: Own representation. 
 
In summary, from at latest 1990 on, the hypothesis of constant trend and increasing variance 
(no. 2) clearly dominates for all crops under consideration, its weight being more than 95 per 
cent. Its final weight is 99.6 per cent for wheat, 99.5 for corn, and 99.9 for aggregated cereals. 
For all crops, hypothesis no. 1 (neither trend nor variance changes) keeps the second highest 
weight at the end of the updating process, but in all cases, the value after the last updating step 
is less than one per cent. As the weight of hypothesis no. 2 comes close to 100 per cent, the 
influence of other hypotheses can be neglected for predictive purposes. Consequently, these 
results show that the best expectation for future yield development is that yields will continue 
growing along a stable linear trend and show increasing deviations from that trend. This 
development has also been dominant for much of the past two or three decades, varying 
among the sorts considered.  
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Distributions for yields in the years to come, based on all yield data available up to 2006, take 
the general form 

 yt : N(a2006 + b2006 ∗ t,1.2(t −56) *σ 2006
2 ) , for t ≥ 57 , (5) 

where a2006 and b2006  refer to the axis intercept and the slope of the trend function, and σ 2006
2  

to the variance calculated from yield data from 1950 through 2006, and t=0 denotes the year 
1950, the first year where data is available. Correspondingly, t ≥ 57  refers to the years to 
come from 2007 on. 
For the single crops, the yield distributions are specified as6 

 yt ,corn : N(2.159 + 0.126 ∗ t;1.2(t −56) * 0.232) ,  (6) 

 

 yt ,wheat : N(2.278 + 0.099 ∗ t;1.2(t −56) * 0.151) , and (7) 

 

 yt ,cereal : N(2.068 + 0.086 ∗ t;1.2(t −56) * 0.096) . (8) 

However, formulas 6 through 8 should not be used to determine expected yield distributions 
far in the future, as the assumptions made are too coarse for this purpose.  
The increasing linear trend comes as no surprise, as it is evident from Figure 1 that yields 
have grown over time. Influencing factors will be discussed in the following section. The 
result of increasing variance is in line with results from other studies analyzing the 
development of agricultural yields. CALDERINI et al. (1998) assess the development of wheat 
yield stability in 21 countries. For Germany, they find a positive linear trend in deviations of 
annual wheat yields per area unit from a bi-linear regression line for 1900 to 2000. This trend 
reveals that absolute wheat yield variability has been increasing. Relative deviations however, 
i.e., deviations from the regression line in relation to absolute yields, were found to exhibit a 
decreasing quadratic trend for Germany (significant only at a level of probability of p<0.1). 
ALEXANDROV et al. (2001) show that yield variations from a polynomial trend of wheat and 
corn yields in Georgia, USA, have increased after 1950. REILLY et al. (2003) examine 
aggregate crop yields in the USA from 1866 to 1998. They find that variation for wheat and 
potato yields have declined linearly over the entire period of their analysis, as well as for the 
sub-period 1900 to 1994. Corn yields, however, show a significant linear increase in variation 
from 1950 to 1994. In all cases, the slopes of regression lines were quite small. The authors 
define the yield trend as the 9-year moving average of yields. Variation is derived as the 
deviation of annual yield from this trend, relative to the fitted trend value of the respective 
year. Thus, variation is a relative measure in their study. Since yields have increased 
substantially over the period of analysis, absolute variation increased as well, although 
relative variation barely changed. These examples show that the increases in (absolute) 
volatility found here are in accordance with results from previous studies.  

3 Influencing Factors for Yield Trend and Volatility 
Next, it will be discussed what forces may have driven and are driving the development of 
German agricultural yields. Two groups of factors strongly influence agricultural production – 
6  These distributions are derived from the updating procedure using data up to 2006. When new data, i.e., 

yields per hectare in 2007 and later years, becomes known, the updating procedure can be used to calculate 
new values for the trend parameters a and b as well as for the variance, and expectations for the future can be 
improved by subsequent updating steps.  
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technical advance, and environmental conditions. Moreover, it will be discussed whether 
climate change has influenced the latter and thus contributed to the past development, and 
whether it shapes expectations for the future.  

3.1  Technical Advance 
Technical advance helps explaining a sizeable portion of the positive yield trend observed 
during the past 50 years. CALDERINI et al. (1998: 340) state that “yield advances are the 
consequence of a complex conjunction of agronomic causes (e.g., improved cultivars, 
mechanisation, timing of sowing, usage of fertilizers and pesticides, and better rotational 
practices), in addition to socioeconomic factors.” HAFNER (2003: 276) mentions similar 
influences as an explanation for the growth of global cereal production per unit area 
experienced in the past 40 years, namely “genetic improvements in rice and wheat varieties 
and maize hybrids, and the alteration of agricultural practices such as the use of high levels of 
fertilizer, the use of pesticides and irrigation”. The EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENT AGENCY (2004) 
agrees that technological success was behind the increasing trend of crop yields per hectare, 
which was observed worldwide over the past 40 years. 
While the influence of technical advance on the yield trend is straightforward, the issue of 
whether and how it affects the variability of agricultural yields is not. CALDERINI et al. (1998) 
propose that although modern wheat production systems have increased productivity, they 
may have caused a decrease in yield stability. They find this plausible because modern high-
yield cultivars are more sensitive to environmental changes. From their study, however, they 
conclude that modern farming systems did not necessarily lead to a decrease in wheat yield 
stability in absolute terms, whereas yields in relative terms primarily became more stable. 

3.2  Environmental Conditions and Climate Change 
Apart from technical advance, environmental conditions such as temperature, precipitation, 
weather variability, soil structure and atmosphere composition impact agricultural 
productivity tremendously. Some evidence on the importance of these effects is available 
from German cereal yields over the past few years (BUNDESMINISTERIUM FÜR ERNÄHRUNG, 
LANDWIRTSCHAFT UND VERBRAUCHERSCHUTZ (2003), (2004), and (2006b)): In 2003, cereal 
yields were extremely low at 5.77 t/ha, caused by drought and heat in spring and summer 
which damaged crops especially in southern and eastern German regions. In 2004, a German 
cereal yield maximum at 7.36 t/ha was realized. In the subsequent two years, yields were 
much lower at 6.73 t/ha in 2005 and 6.49 t/ha in 2006, the latter due to “weather capers” 
according to the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection, i.e., drought 
and heat which caused strong regional yield differences.  
Moreover, environmental conditions are influenced by anthropogenic emissions of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) and associated climate change. Environmental factors that are 
sensitive to GHG emissions and thus susceptible, directly or indirectly, to change through 
continuing high levels of GHG emissions include temperature, precipitation, atmospheric CO2 
concentration, soil properties, ultraviolet radiation, availability of nutrients and the diffusion 
of pests. These factors can influence crop yields in diverse, sometimes contradictory, ways. 
Both the general trend of yield quantity per unit area and year-to-year variation may be 
affected. Many of the effects are difficult to assess and have not been studied sufficiently. As 
a result, there is a lot of uncertainty in the description of present-day effects of climate change 
on agricultural production and even more uncertainty in forecasts for the future. In the 
following, some exemplary conditions, their importance for agriculture, and related impacts 
of climate change will be described. 
Temperature 
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Crops need temperature to lie within a given corridor for optimal development. Long growing 
seasons fulfilling this criterion may be advantageous for yields in temperate regions. 
However, whether plants profit from a longer growing season depends on their reaction to 
heat: So-called determinate crops, e.g., winter wheat, react to accumulated heat, which 
triggers each stage of development. Warmer seasons therefore lead to a shortening of 
development phases. Short periods of ripening and grain filling may affect yields negatively 
(MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, 2000). BATTS et al. (1997) describe the 
outcomes of an experiment in the UK where winter wheat was grown under different 
conditions. They determine that warming may have negative effects on crop yields because it 
reduces crop duration in some sorts. For example, for wheat, the authors find that biomass 
production and grain yields were substantially lowered through warming. As a result of higher 
air temperatures during the growing season, yield reductions were confirmed by 
ALEXANDROV et al. (2001) for different crop sorts in Georgia, USA. However, indeterminate 
crops, e.g., sugar beet, continue growing as long as the temperature is appropriate. They can 
benefit from longer seasons due to warming. Extreme temperatures beyond the upper limits 
that are suitable to crops, however, increase the risk of crop damage (MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, 2000).  
Temperature development, linkages to anthropogenic climate change, and effects on 
agriculture have been observed and projected by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC). The Panel finds that warmer and fewer cold days and nights as well as 
warmer and more frequent hot days and nights over most land areas are very likely to have 
occured in the late 20th century, and it is likely that there has been a human contribution to the 
observed trend. Based on projections for the 21st century using SRES scenarios, the IPCC 
holds that it is virtually certain that this trend will continue (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON 
CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007a: 8). For the future, the projected impacts of this development on 
agriculture include increased (decreased) yields in colder (warmer) environments and 
increased insect outbreaks (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007b: 14). 
Moreover, heat waves are likely to have occurred more frequently over most land areas in the 
recent past with a human influence more likely than not, and future projections of the 
development to go on seem very likely (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 
2007a: 8). In warmer regions, reduced yields due to heat stress could be the future 
consequence for agriculture (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007b: 14). 
Overall, the IPCC finds that „crop productivity is projected to increase slightly at mid- to high 
latitudes for local mean temperature increases of up to 1-3°C depending on the crop, and then 
decrease beyond that in some regions“ (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 
2007b: 6). 
Precipitation 
During the various periods of their development, plants need different conditions and are 
vulnerable to an excess or lack of moisture. In winter, more precipitation can stimulate plant 
diseases; in spring and summer, a lack of rainfall may endanger plant growth due to moisture 
stress (MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, 2000). Recently, the IPCC has 
found that “in Central and Eastern Europe, summer precipitation is projected to decrease, 
causing higher water stress“ (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007b: 10). 
Not only drought, but also excessive rainfall is detrimental to yields. The IPCC states that 
over most land areas, frequency increases of heavy precipitation events are likely to have 
taken place in the late 20th century, are more likely than not to have been anthropogenically 
influenced, and are very likely to shape the future trend according to SRES-scenario based 
projections (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007a: 8). This is expected 
to cause damage to crops, soil erosion, and inability to cultivate land due to water logging of 
soils (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007b: 14). It is also observed that 
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areas affected by droughts are likely to have increased in many regions since the 1970s, 
human influence on this development is more likely than not, and a future continuation of this 
trend is assessed to be likely (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007a: 8). 
Land degradation, lower yields, as well as crop damage and failure are examples of projected 
impacts on agriculture (INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2007b: 14). 
Moreover, the water balance does not only depend on precipitation, but is linked to other 
climatic factors. Warmer temperatures intensify evapotranspiration from soils and crops, 
higher CO2 concentration reduces crop transpiration. Overall effects, therefore, depend on the 
occurrence of these factors (MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, 2000). 
CO2 Concentration  
Increased CO2 concentration enhances plant productivity by increasing photosynthesis and 
reducing plant respiration. Plant growth is stimulated while the amount of water required is 
reduced, a phenomenon called CO2 fertilization. The strength of the fertilizing effect depends 
on the mechanism of photosynthesis in a plant. The increase in productivity is strongest for 
C3 plants, which include the majority of plants worldwide, dominating especially in cooler 
and wetter regions. Many important crop plants, such as wheat, barley, oats, rice and potatoes, 
are C3 plants. Corn, sorghum and millet are C4 plants, which profit less from an increased 
CO2 concentration (MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, 2000). As an example 
of the effects of CO2 fertilization, a research report published on behalf of the UK Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food found that under current rates of CO2 increase, yields from 
most crops in the UK will rise by 20-30 per cent until 2080. This estimate, however, 
presupposes suitable conditions for plant growth, e.g., adequate moisture and fertilization, as 
well as the absence of temperature change (MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD, 
2000). In an experiment with winter wheat, BATTS et al. (1997) found that doubled 
concentrations of CO2 had positive impacts, which varied strongly between years and with 
temperature. 
Extreme Events 
As the example of the 2003 heat wave has shown, the agricultural production system has 
difficulties to cope with extreme events. Since such events occur suddenly and are difficult to 
predict, agricultural cultivation strategies cannot easily be adapted. Processes of climate 
change do not necessarily occur continuously, but may lead to changes in frequency or 
strength of extreme events. As described in the sections on temperature and precipitation, the 
IPCC expects extreme events such as heat waves, droughts, or massive precipitation to occur 
more frequently or become more intense. For example, it can be shown that the 2003 summer 
heat wave in Switzerland is very likely to have been caused by climatic change (JAEGER et al., 
forthcoming). The possible increase in frequency of extreme weather events is one of the 
main risks climate change poses to agriculture, coinciding with growing uncertainty regarding 
agriculture outputs.  
The overall effect of climate change  
As described, climate change brings about continuing, sustained developments as well as 
sudden events. Sustained changes have an influence on the trend of yields. Gradual warming 
has beneficial effects on winter cereals, which profit from relatively warm winters. The 
growing period is likely to extend due to global warming, but some plants may suffer rather 
than benefit due to a shortening of development phases. CO2 fertilization benefits important 
crops in Germany such as wheat, barley and potatoes. The impacts of changes in precipitation 
patterns and soil properties are ambiguous and difficult to assess. In general, however, 
sustained changes caused by rising greenhouse gas emissions are likely to have an overall 
beneficial effect on German agriculture in the coming decades and thus affect the yield trend 
in a positive way.  
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The effects of climate change also include possible increases in the frequency and/or intensity 
of extreme weather events, which influence annual yield variability. For example, in 2003 
yields were substantially lower than expected due to the summer heat wave. Although it is not 
clear if these weather events were linked to climate change, they demonstrate the strong 
effects of extreme events on agricultural yields. If the frequency or strength of such events 
changes, this could have important impacts on the year-to-year variability of agricultural 
yields. 
Expectations derived from the present updating approach reflect impacts of climate change as 
far as it has already influenced yield data over the past 50 years. The present framework does 
not allow specification of the development of expectations as driven by climate change. 
However, as the overall effect of CO2 fertilization and warming will mostly benefit German 
agricultural yields, greenhouse gas emissions can reinforce, and already have reinforced, the 
positive trend underlying German agricultural yields. They may also contribute to a 
destabilization of yields due to increases in frequency or strength of extreme events. Both 
features correspond to the tendencies found by Bayesian updating. Of course, this does not 
prove that climate change has in fact had an impact on agricultural yields in the past. For 
example, as has been argued, the positive trend underlying past agricultural yields can be 
explained to a great extent by ongoing technical advancement. It is plausible, however, that if 
climate change has had an impact on German agricultural yields in the past, this has been 
captured by the updating procedure. The knowledge that climate change impacts on future 
yields are likely to become stronger with ongoing emissions of greenhouse gases adds to the 
credibility of expectations derived for the future. 

4 Conclusion 
The learning procedure produces a consistent result for German wheat, corn and aggregated 
cereal yields: Since 1990, at latest, the linear trend function for agricultural yields has 
exhibited an unchanged positive slope and no changes in this trend are expected for future 
years. Variance of yield data has been found to increase over time, and future expectations 
focus on further increases. As the corresponding hypothesis has a weight of at least 99.5 per 
cent for the three crops considered, expectations for the future are stable. While this general 
result is confirmed for all crop sorts analyzed, the point in time where expectation stabilizes 
varies. For cereal yields, the hypotheses of a stable trend with increasing variance always has 
a weight of more than 95 per cent by 1968, while for corn yields, this is the case as of 1983 
and for aggregated cereals from 1990 on.  
As absolute variability of yields has increased in the past and is expected to continue 
increasing, it is warranted to develop insurance strategies and hedging options against 
growing yield risks. It is crucial to investigate how different hedging instruments, e.g. 
traditional insurances, index based insurances and weather derivatives, perform conditions of 
growing variance and how they can be adapted to meet this challenge. 
As has been discussed, climate change affects environmental conditions vital for agricultural 
production in various ways. General effects related to greenhouse gas emissions, e.g., the 
favorable impact of gradual warming or CO2 fertilization on yield development or the 
possible increase in variance through extreme weather events, go conform with the tendencies 
found here. Therefore, it is possible that climate change has contributed to the development of 
agricultural yields, as determined by the updating program. For the future, effects of climate 
change are likely to become stronger according to current projections on anthropogenic 
emissions of greenhouse gases. This augments the plausibility that the general yield 
development as derived from the updating program will continue in the future. 
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